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SUMMARY 

Signing that effectively warns the motorist of temporary obstructions on 

or near a roadway is essential to traffic safety. The general objective of this 
study was to become familiar with and investigate the suitability of various 
temporary maintenance signing conditions, with particular attention being given 
to certain sign combinations and messages, types of warning devices, and a 

new electronic sign panel for alerting and directing traffic° The effectiveness of 
the various signing conditions tested was based on observed weaving maneuvers 

and speeds of vehicles throughout the work area, which was located on a 6-1ane 
rural interstate highway. It is felt that the implementation of the recommendations 
contained in this report will reduce the accident potential in the operations cited 
for divided, limited access highways. 
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INTR ODUCTION 

S•gn•ng that effectively warns the motorist of temporary obstructions on and 
near roadways •s clearly essential to tra•t•c sat•etyo In the case of h•ghway departments, 
that are censtantly t•aced with the need to protect both motorists and workers during 
roadway construction and maintenance operations, the e•£ectiveness o• temporary s•gn•ng 
•s a matter of vital concern° The work reported here •s a part o• the V•.rg•r•a Department 
o• Highways' considerable ef£ort •n th•s area o£ trat•fic sat•etyo 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

were to• 
As •nd•cated in the working plan l•or the study, the purposes oI• th•s research 

5• 

Identify by field observation and testing the accident potential of 
various highway maintenance and, poss£bly, construction operat[onSo 

Identify by data analys•s the most specific conditions contributing 
to accidents at s•tes of maintenance and construction acttvitieso 

Determine what can be done to eliminate or reduce the conditions 
contributing to work site accidentso 

Review existing rules, regulations, procedures, policies, manuals, 
and laws governing the protection o• persons required to work on or 

near the roadway, throughout V•rgin•ao 

Improve public relations through demonstration of the benefits that 
can be gained by work s•te protection research° 

Keller, Charles Ro, Working Plan H•ghway Signing for Safety, Vi.rgin•a Highway 
Research Council (December 1967)o 



The scope of th• p • roject involved the very basic elements of. the temporary 
obstruction problem and. provided for an inquiry into the basic situations that now 

exist in order to determine the present accident potent•alo 

The proj•ct was lim•ted to the testing of various devices and signing conditions 
used for protection of three types of maintenance operations: mowing, shoulder work 
(f•xed), and r•ght lane closure° No special devices were devised for th•s project, how• 

ever, various signs w•.th special messages were fabr[catedo Ten d•fferent signing 
conditions were tested for mow%ng operations and s•xteen conditions .for shoulder 
opera•.iOnSo Fo•y•one conditions were tested l•er r•oght lane closure° All test•.ng was 

conducted du•ing summer months at one s•te, which was a 6•lane rural •nterstate 
h•ghway near Ashland, V•.rgin•ao In all cases velAele speeds, weaving maeeuvers, and 
i)ersonal observations were used as er•.ter•a for evaluat•om 

The above restr•ct•ons were placed on the project because of the numerous 

•a:•ables •nvolved h•. the s•gn•g arrangements tested° 

Because of the many variables cons•.dered, each signing condition was tested 
only once for a 3•o4 hour •mervalo Thi.s l•m•tat[on made evaluation rather d•.l•ficult 
s•.nee not e_nough data were obtahaed to permit a meaningful stat•st•.cal analys[So 
Therefore, the analysis consisted of direct comparisons of data sets for the d•fferent 
variables° 

P ROC ,• DURE 

Maintenance Operations 

Typ•cal maintenance operation_s were selected for the testing of sixty=n•ne 
temporary s•gn•ng cond•t•OnSo The s•gn•ng cond•.t•ons were set up for two '•off '• road= 

way operai•ons and erie "on" roadway operation, w%th the ma•ntenar•ee activity being 
part•ally s•mulated •n an attempt to test under real•.st•¢ cond•.t•.OnSo The ol•l•=readway 
ma•n!;enance acti•t•es were mowing operations and work along the shoulder° In the 
former, a tractor mower was operated along an 800' length of shoulder to s•mulate 
mowing oper•i•.ons; •n the latter, a dump truck was parked along the shoulder° '•On" 
roadw•N activ•t•es were represented •n all cases by a r•ght lane (lane I) closure, in 
which a d•mp truck was parked along the shoulder, w•th two wheels part•ally •n the 
right lan•o 



Test Site 

Since maintenance of the interstate system involves maximum work force 

exposure to traffic• a 6•lane section of Interstate 95 south of Ashland• Virginia• 
was chosen as the test site° This tangent section was excellent for the purpose. 
It has little or no grade, a minimum of roadside interference (signs• ramps• etc. ) 
and moderate traffic volumes. 
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Signing Variables 

The following major variables were included in the signing schemes tested° 

1o Flags on Sig•s• It was initially decided to determine the influence 

on traffic flow of orange flags attached to the tops of signs° The results 
found here determined whether the flags would be used for the remaining 
tests° Mowing and shoulder operations signing conditions were used :[or 
the testing of flags VSo no flags° 

2o Sign Colors Two sign background colors• orange and yellow• were 

tested for mowing, shoulder and right lane closure signing conditions° 
The sign message was in black lettering in all cases. 

3o Devices for Lane Closure Taper Devices used for lane closing tapers 
were (a) high level warning devices (HLWD)• (b) jumbo yellow cones• and 
(c) jumbo orange cones° In addition to these devices• octopus devices 

were used in delineating the work area for both mowing and shoulder 
operations° 

4o Number of Indications Signs were erected either on one or both sides 
of the southbound lane facing traffic for the three types of maintenance 
activities considered° 

5o Position of "LANE CLOSED" Trailer A trailer bearing the message 
"LANE CLOSED" and an arrow indicating the direction in which traffic 
should maneuver was placed at one of two positions; either at the beginning 
of the taper, or at the end° 

6o ,Position of •Electronic Si• panel An electronic sign panel approximately 
6o 5 feet wide• 3 feet high and standing 13o 5 feet above the roadway was 

tested as a substitute for the "LANE CLOSED" trailer° This electronic panel 
had a sequentially moving arrow illuminated by high intensity lamps which 
could be seen from a distance in excess of 1 mileo This panel was also 
tested at two positions• at the beginning of the taper and at the end• for 
right lane closure signing conditions° 
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'7° Position of Speed Limit Signs Different positions of, speed reduction 
signs relative to the work area were tested for some signing conditions° 
Conditions thai; included no speed control signs were also tested° 

_Sign Messa eg_•.s Different sign messages,were considered for the first 
two signs in the signing series for right lane closures. In o•e sequence• 
which was used •nless otherwise noted• "repairs ahead" was the first 
sign• a•,d "right lane closed ahead" was placed second. Other series 
used "lane closed• road work ahead" and "keep left" as the initial two 

signs° The last condition involved "repairs ahead• lane closed" for the 
first sign and "right lane closed ahead" ,for the second° 

•in_ s_pa••-• signs were regularly spaced at 800 inte•als• however• 
this inte•al was extended to 1,000 1500 under various signing conditions° 

Total Sig•Schemes E•,•re signing conditions incorporating the 
different variables mentioned above we,re analyzed in an attempt to arrive 
at a signing condition which would induc• the safest, traffic ilow prior to 
and throughout the test work area° 

A su, mmary of the signing conditions tested for each type of maintenance operation 
is shown in Tables 1 through 4° Descriptive data for typical signs used in the schemes 

are given in AppendLx A with drawings of. the devices •sedo 

Parameters Observed 

To aid i,n the analysis of each seheme• tb_•e test site was divided into five zones 

as shown• in Figure io For each zone• there were certain observed parameters wl•i, ch 

p:_r:o, vi, ded data needed to formulate a basis :[or comparing the different signing schemes° 
The par•a,:meters observed were as follows: 

•Weaving Maneuvers An indication of the traffic flow characteristics 
throughout the test area was Obtained by recording manually all weaving 
maneuvers for each of the five zones° For example• a vehicle wt?aving 
from lane 3 to lane 2 in Zone 1 as shown in Figure I• wo•!d be classified 

as a 3 2 weave in Zone Io By noting each time a vehicle weaves from 

one lane to another and in which zo•e the weave takes place• the magnitude 
and position of weaving maneuvers may be obtained° 

Vehicle Speeds An indication of the relative change in speeds within tb•e 
work site was obtained by running spot speed radar checks at three point, s: 
at ibe beginning of Zone I• at the beginning of Zone IIl• and at the work site 
within Zone Vo Speeds were recorded for each la•eo 
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Lane Volu, mes All vehicles traversing the test area were counted and 
classified for each, laneo 

Testing was restricted to either Mo•,day• Tuesday or Wednesday during the 

summer months of 1,968• 1,969 and 1970o Periodic tests were made without 

any devices or signs o• the highway to get an indication of speeds and 

maneuvers for free flow traffic conditions° All data •were taken by obser•ers 
wb, o were concealed as much as possible so as not to influence the :flow of 
traffic m any manner° Weaving maneu:vers• speeds• and volumes were 

recorded :for each, 15=minute interval during the 2 4 hottr period m the 
morning or afternoon that was allotted for testing each scheme° 

Discussion of •Weavi,.•_g_•_.•fl_S•ed Parameters 

Magnitude of Wea•,ing 

'The magnitude of weaving was determined for each signing scheme and was 

0bt, ained by totaling all weaves th,cotxghout the test site and arriving at, a percentage 
of weaves based on the traffic vol•:meo This percent; of weaves was compared with 
that found for other schemes thus providing a criterion for comparing different signing 
conditions based on the total number of weaveso 

Position of 

Any traffic contt•ol device should meet five elementary requirements 

(1} It should be capable of fulfilling an important need° 

(3) 

It; should command attention• 

It sbou, ld convey a clear• simple meaning° 

It should comman6 the respect of road users° 

It, should be located to give adequate time for response° 

The analysis of weaving positions was ve,ry i,mportant• especially for right, lane 
closures• since this gives the degree o:f fulfillment of most of the requirements listed 
above° 

Manual. on Umform, Traffic Cont•col Devices :for Streets and Higb:ways• 
Uo So Department of Commerce• June 1,961 



In an attempt to identify wea•ve posit;ion relative to the work area• zonal, weaves 

were weighted, the amount: depending on the distance :from the zone to the work area° 

If vehicles can be induced to maneuver into the proper lane in an orderly manner 

before reaching the work' area, the motort•st should be ableto negotiate the area wit, h 
less Confusion and• thus• greater s.afet.,3•o Therefore; the •weaves within Zone V were 

weighted by a factor of five, in •Zone IV•by four, etco The specific types of weaves 
considered were as follows 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Total Weighted 1 2 •Weaves For right lane closures• the lane 1, 
to lane 2 weave is the only forced weave there:fore i,t is desirable te 

encourage this type of maneuver far enough in advance o:!i the work area 

so that the motorist is not forced to weave by, the lane closed taper° 
Since early 1 2 weaving allows an orderly maneuver and promot, es 
safe passage•through the work area• the position of this type of maneuver 
in relationship to the work area is a good indication of the adequacy oi 
a signing scheme 

The total weighted, lane 1, to lane 2 weave was obtained by weighting 
Zone III weaves by a factor of tb,ree• those in Zone [I by two and. Zone 
I by one° 

1 2 Weaves in Zone III This is :the most important maneuver :for right 
lane closures because it is a taper forced maneuver which has te take 
place if the vehicle is not to enter the-work area° By observing the 
weaving out of lane 1 in Zone III• a good indication of the relative hazard 
and adequacy of signing is obtained for each scheme° 

Total, Weighted 2 1 Weaves + 2 3 Weaves * 2 •3 Weaves for All Z_ones• 
In traversing the work area for rigb.,t lane c!osures• vehic!es in lane 2 and 
lane 3 are not forced to weave as only lane l is closed° Th,ere:•Ore by 
weighting all weaves (Zone 1, Zone V}I •wi,th the e••ception of lane 1 to 
lane 2 weaves• an indication of the position of non•forced weaves was 
obtained° 

O_Q.pen Roadway Weaving• 

Periodic cheeks were made in zonal weaving to provide data on the magnitude 
and position of weaving that could, be expected with. no signs or devices on the highway, 
This could be considered free flow weaving° 

All weaving was taken as a percentage o•f the traffic volmnes to compensate for 
variations in volume° 



Speeds 

It is not believed that speeds are as important as weaving maneuvers in the 
analysis of signing schemes. In various schemes a speed limit of 45 miles per hour 
was posted, which means that under ideal conditions traffic would flow through the 
work area at this speed, However, as is well known, the majority of the vehicles 
travel at a somewhat higher speed, and slow for the activity not the speed limit 
sign. 

Speed checks were also made with no signs or devices on the highway to gain 
a measure of the free flow speeds through the test area. 

A schematic of the test area was shown in Figure 1, which gave radar and 
weaving maneuver observation positions, It should be noted that radar position A 

was used for speed data taken in 1969 and 1970, however, for 1968 point A was 

2400 feet in advance of Zone 1. 

RESULTS 

The results are based on the analysis of vehicle weaving maneuvers and .speeds, 
and the general opinion of the author from his observation of the tests. The analysis 
of weaving maneuvers consisted of determing the magnitudes and position of weaves 
within the test site for each signing condition tested. 

Open _Roadway 

For all open roadway data it was found that the mean total percent weaves was 
16.0% and that the means for the zones ranged from 2.7% to 3.7%, as shown in Table 5. 
The means and standard deviations for speeds at observation points A, B and C, (shown 
earlir in Figure 1) are shown in Table 6, where it can be seen that the mean decrease 
in speed between point B and point C (the work area) was 5.0 mph. 

TABLE 5 

PERCENT OPEN ROADWAY WEAVES 

Zone I II 

Mean 3.1 3.7 

HI IV V All Zones 

3.2 2.7 3.3 16..0 

12- 



TABLE 6 

OPEN ROADWAY SPEEDS IN MILES PER HOUR 

Observation Position A B C 

Mean Speed 620 4 65° 0 60.0 

Standard Deviation 1,67 

The variations in speeds between the observation points could be a result of the 
minor grade variation within the test site° The entire test site is on a slight down• 
grade, however, the grade is not consistent. 

Since the roadway is built to interstate standards, other geometric conditions 
would most likely not significantly affect the open roadway speeds° However, there 
is an off-ramp approximately 1/2 mile beyond Point C. 

Variables 

_Flags on_Sign__s 

Initially, it was. decided to determine whether the attachment of flags to the signs 
would aid in controlling traffic at the test site, Therefore, several, shoulder and mowing 
operations sign schemes were tested with and without flags to deterTnine their effects° 

As can be seen from the total, total weighted and 1 2 weaves shown in Table 7, 
two out of the four comparisons (2 and 3) show the conditions with flags to have a higher 
percent of weaves° The remaining conditions (1 and 4) show very little difference in 
weaving. 

TABLE 

SUMMARY OF WEAVES AND SPEED DATA FOR FLAGS 

Signing Conditions 

Shoulder Operations 
Double indications 
Yellow Signs 
Speed Limit 

Shoulder Operations 
Single Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Speed Limit 

(2) 

Shoulder Operations 
Single Indications 
Yellow Signs (3) 
No Speed Limit 

Mowing Operations 
Single Indications 
Yellow Signs (4) 
Speed Limit 

VERSUS NO FLAGS ON SIGNS 
Percent Weaves 

Total Total 1- 2 

25.9 
24.7 

30.4 

26.7 

26.9 

20.2 

19.0 

19.4 

Weighted 

78_ 8 
76.0 

94.4 

86.9 

86.4 

61.6 

57.2 

57.7 

15.1 

14.0 

14.9 

11.2 

Mean Speeds Variables 

A B 

61,8 64.6 
62. 65.3 

58.1 64.2 

59.3 64.2 

62.4 67. 2 

61.6 66.7 

62. 63.4 

C 

55.9 fla•s 
55.7 r•o flags 

55.7 flags 
53.9 no flags 

58.8 flags 

57. 9 no flags 

60.2 flags 

61.8 63.9 
60.01 no.fla•s 
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Indications are that flags on the signs may tend to increase weaving; however, 
the increase is minimal.. 

Based on the open road speed 'va, riability shown in" Table 7, there does not seem 

to be any significant difference in Speeds for schemes with and Without flags-, as the 
differences are in the 0 2 mph range... • addition, from observ.ation of the "signs 
with and without flags, theflags have an advantage in atterttion getting;because,of 
their color •d: :movement. 'Therefore, .it was decided to include,flags in all the schemes 
tested. 

.... 

Sign Color 

At .the time these tests were initiate:•l• an orange color• was being considered for 
temporary warning: signs. Therefore:, it-was decided to .test signs with an orange, back- 
ground in addition, to.those with the normal,, ye•ll0wbackgrour•,d .in an.attempt to evaluate 
the effectivenessof the former. 

Comparing total,, total w.eighted,, and. i 
:. 

2 .weaves as shown in Ta, b, le 8 for 
mowing operatioris 

,- 
there is Very iittl.e differ•nce•inthe three c'0nditions investigated. 

When an•Iyzing weaving for mowing and .shohlder operations, only the total, total 
weighted and 1 2 ,weaves were considered because these types of opera•ions did not 
involve forced lane-1 to lane 2 weaves, as:did.the right lane closures, Fo.r right lane 
closures,, yellow signs-•resulted in. fewer total- weave s under three conditions {4, 8 and 
9); the orange signs induced fewer, weaves'under two conditions(5 and 6); and under 

one condition (7), there was no apparent difference between the colors. Total weighted 
weaves were fewer in two cases (5 and 6) for the •orange; in two cases (4 and 9) for 
the yellow; in two cases (7 and 8), there were no differences. For 1 2 and 1 2 
weighted weawes, yellow was better under three conditions (4, 8 and 9), while orange 
was better under one (6), and under two (5 and 7) there were no differences. Of the 
six conditions (4 9) compared there was very little difference in the 2- 1, 2- 3, 3- 2 
weighted weaves for sign colors. 

In summary, the. analysis of weaves for the sign color variable showed few differences, however, the yellow background.seemed to have an edge with slightly 
more conditions showing fewer weaves. It should be noted that the only condition 
tested for the double sign indication showed orange signs to have fewer weaves for 
three of the five conditions considered. Also, the variable of sign color was not 
tested in conjunction with the electronic sign panel. 



TABLE 8 

Signing 
Conditions 

M o•_' i_n._g_ •)p e rat on s 

Single Indications 
Speed Limit 
Flags * (1) 

Mowing_Operations 
Single Indications 
No Speed Limit 
Flags (2) 

Mow n g__O•.e rat ions 
Single Indications 
Speed Limit 
Flags ** (3) 

R. ight Lane Closure 
Single Indications 
Orange Cones 
Trailer Apart (4) 

SUMMARY OF WEAVES FOR THE ORANGE 
AND THE YELLOW SIGNS 

18.7 

Total 
Weighted 

52.9 

59,7 20,5 

17.2 48.4 

16.8 49.3 

19.0 57.2 

18.1 54.4 

37.2 

40.9 

R_•ht Lane Closure! 43.1 
Double Indications 
Orange C ones 
Trailer Apart (5) 37.3 

R_•.h_t Lane Closure 
Single Indications 52.7 

Yellow Cones 
41.1 Trailer Apart (6) 

Ri_!g•t Lane Closure 
Single Indications 23.6 

Orange Cones 
Trailer Apart (7) 23.9 

_Ri_•_ht Lane Closure• 
31.6 Single Indication 

Orange Cones 
Trailer Close 

(8) 36.5 

Right Lane Closure 

86.3 

96,3 

77,6 

108.8 

92.9 

58.4 

60.3 

68.8 

69.1 

38,8 81.0 

46.9 99.8 

l-Z i-2 
Weighted 

8.0 

7.3 

8.7 

7.4 

7.6 

7.8 

18.0 26.9 

19.9 31.5 

22.9 36, 7 

21.1 

33. i 58.3 

22.7 41.7 

6.4 10.9 

6.2 10.0 

14.5 20.3 

18.9 28.7 

1.4.3 26.4. 

36.1 

23.7 40.2 

Single Indications 
Orange Cones (9) 
Sign Panel Close 

Perce•t, Weaves• 
Z-l, 2-3, 
3-2 wtd. 

53.4 

54.8 

58.8 

41.2 

50.5 

51.2 

47.6 

50.3 

42.5 

40.4 

59.5 

1 2in 
Z one Ill 

2.2 

3.6 

8.0 

1.2 

1.3 

3.7 

Variable 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

* 5 Signs. Mowing Operations Ahead; Reduce Speed Ahead; Speed Limit 45- Men, Working; End 

Mowing Operations. 
**4 Signs- Reduce Speed Ahead; Speed Limit 45; Mowing Operations Ahead; Mowing Operations. 
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Table 9 gives the mean speeds at observation points A, B and C for both the 
yellow and orange signs under the schemes tested.. For conditions 1 and 2 orange 
signs have lower mean speeds at Bthan do the yellow signs; however, this is not 
reflected at C, where the speeds are similar. For condition 3, there was little 
difference in the speeds at point B, while at C there were lower speeds for the 
yellow signs. It is noted that under the tw• conditions (1 and 2) for which orange 
signs had lower .speeds, speed limit signs were included in the scheme, whereas 
under the other condition there were no speed limit .signs. 

:The mean speeds for right lane closures shown in Table 9 give no logical 
basis for judging.whether •e ,yellow or the orange signs were more effective.i n 
altering speeds° Under some conditions yellow signs appeared more effective, 
whereas under others orange signs showed lower speeds. Under many schemes, 
there were no 

speed differences between the signs. 

From observations in runs through the work site, the orange signs seemed 
to have better attention getting qualities; however, there is some question about the 
legibility of the black messages on an orange background. 

Devices 

Different types of devices were placed along the shoulder within the work 
area to test their influence on traffic flOWo As seen from Table 10 orange cones 

caused more total, weighted total, and 1 2 weaves, and high level warning devices 
caused the next highest number..The signing schemes with either no devices or 

octopus devices caused the fewest weaves in all cases. The small octopus devices 

were extremely difficult to see and therefore had very little influence on traffic 
flow, as noted. 

16- 



Sign Conditions 

Mowing Operations 
Single Indications 
Speed Limit (i) 
Flag,s 
Mowing Opgration• 
Single Indications(2) 
Speed Limit 1st Sign 
Flags 

Mowing Operations 
Single Indications 
No Speed Limit (3) 
Flags 

Right Lane Closure 
Single Indications 
Orange Cones (4 
Trailer Apart 

Right Lane• Closur__e 
Double Indications 
Orange Cones (5) 
Trailer Apart 

Right. Lane C losure... 
Single Indications 
Yellow Cones (6) 
Trailer Apart 

Right Lane Closure 
Single Indications 
Orange Cones (7) 
Trailer Apa•.• 

Right Lane Closure 
Single Indications 
Orange Cones (8) 
Trailer Close 

Right Lane Closure 
Single Indications 
Orange Cones 
Electronic Sign (9) 
Panel 

TABLE 9 

SUMMARY OF SPEED DATA FOR THE ORANGE 

A 

61.0 
61.5 

63, 8 

60.6 
62.1 

62, 9 

63.2 

60.9 

AND THE YELL OW SIGNS 

Mean Speeds 
B 

64° 7 
59.8 

65, 0 
64, 2 

58.6 

58.4 

57.2 

56.5 

60.4 

58.2 

55, 0 

57.6 

60,5 

60.8 

59.3 

62.4 

61,4 
61.4 

60,2 
60.4 

61,4 
63.5 

56.8 

55.7 

54.9 

51.6 

58.7 

56.9 

57,1 

57.1 

56.2 

55.9 

54.7 

55.1 

Variables 

Yellow, Sign• 
Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 
Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 
Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

YelloW Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Sig•s 

Yellow Signs 

Orange Signs 

, 

*** 

**** 

68 Speed Data 
68 & Other Years 
iFirst 2 Signs "Lane Closed, Repairs Ahead" and "Keep Left" 
Signs Extended (1000' 1500') 
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The speed comparisons shown in Table 10 indicate that for shoulder 
operations the high level warning device seems to slow the traffic more at the 
work area (point C) than do the other devices. The two observations for mowing 
operations show little difference in speeds at all points for the high level and 
octop(•s warning devices. 

A summary of the different types of weaves considered for devices used 
in conjunction with right lane closure signing schemes is shown in Table 11. 

Under the majority of the right lane closure signing conditions considered 
orange cones induced the lowest percentage of weaving within the test site. Based 
on the total magnitude of weaving• orange cones had fewer weaves in six out of the 
seven signing conditions• while in the other the combination of orange cenes and 
high level warning devices appeared to be superior. An analysis of the weaving 
position within the test site indicated that orange cones persuaded earlier maneuvering 
into the proper lanes• and thereby helped to eliminate the hazardous forced weave 
out of lane 1 just prior to the closed lane taper and work site. 

Comparatively• yellow cones had the highest total weaves and had a less than 
desirable effectiveness in dissuading weaves close to the work area. This is 
exemplified in Figure 2• which shows a plot of the percent 1- 2 weaves for Zones 
I• II and IIIo Yellow cenes• as compared with orange cones, had higher weaves for 
each zone• especially Zone III• the farthest point in the open portion of lane 1. In 
observations of the devices from the motorists' view in negotiating the test area• 
orange cones gave a good delineation of the taper• whereas yellow cones caused 
confusion° It is felt that this good delineation results from the color contrast of the 
orange cones in relation to the pavement and background. 

High level warning devices had good attention getting characteristics because 
of the flags• color, and motion• however• these devices gave a poor indication of the 
taper line as a result of the bottom flags being only 2 3 feet above the pavement 
surface° 

A comparison of the speeds for all signing schemes incorporating the devices 
considered is shown in Table 12. Referring to the speeds at point C, it is noted that 
consistently lower speeds are shown for orange cones• however, the significance of 
this result is questionable because of the variability noted in the open roadway schemes. 
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TABLE. 11 

•mng 
,nditions 

SUMMARY OF WEAVING :FOR •GHT LANE CLOSURE 
USING VARIOUS TAPER DEVICES 

Total 

51.• 9 1•9•. 4 
3•o 9 100• 9 
52° 7 116o 7 

a•le Indic.a.H.nns 
low 

•_gle Indications 3• 7 
llow Signs 
:ailer Apart 

agle Indications 40• 8 

•ange Si•s 4 
:ailer Apart•4) 240 5 

ogl(• In,dica•:ions 44• 9 

Total 1 2 
Weighted 

23°5 
34° 4 

17o9 

80,9 17ol 

78•2 20°5 

95, 0 

86•3 
9 •.•. 9 
54• 8 

95•,3 

58•4 

77• 6 

100• • 

94•4 

?,3° 1 

44°8 
45.• 1 

'•a:n.ge Signs 
::ailec C lose(5 
ogle 
•llow Sig•s 
c•ail.e.c Apart(6 

)uble lnd.i•cati•ons 
cadge Si, go, s 

railer Apar• (7} 

•gle Indications 
•llow Signs 
tailor Close (8) 

1 2 
Weighted 

68.4_ 
51o2 
64o 6 

2•1 + 2=3+ 
3=2 wtd. 

6,:k 0 

52ol 

23° 8 

19o9 
.22• 8 
11o6 

29° 8 53° 5 

22, l 36• 6 44° 5 

12 3 2 •) 6 59 3 

6°4 10o9 47°6 

21._. 1 36,, 1 41o2 

21o2 40°3 

27, 0 45° 7 

17,,9 .35o 0 

1 •2 
Weaves 
Zgne • 

6,2 
609 

26_• 9 534.._4 2.2 

2805 52•3 2°5 

32° 4 45° 7 2.6 

4,4.1 50°0 5°9 
ii, ,::,5 •, [-':' 

31o 5 54, 8 2°6 
41_,, 7 51_,, 2 6_•, 9, 
19• 6 35.2 1, 6 

Variables 

Cones_ 
Orange C ones_ 
HLWD 

III _• 

Or.•¢e _C.,one•_ 
Y•e.•9_v,, Cones 
HLWD 

HLWD 

Yellow Cones 

Orange Cones 
YelJiow Cones 
Orange Cones 
& ItLWD 

41• ? 6o 5 Yellow Cones 

3o 4 Orange Cones 

3o 2 Yellow Cones 

Io 2 Orange Cones 

3° 6 Orange Cones 

66° 5 2• 9 Orange Cones 
& HLWD 

[- 
48° 6 5o O HLWD 
5,4.4 9,,.7 Yello,w Cones 
37o4 4o9 Orange Cones 

20• 
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i0 

Double Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Trailer Close 

0 V I II III IV 
Zones 

Figure 2. Zonal (1-2) weaves for devices right lane closed° 
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Number of Indications 

Tests were conducted with signs on one and both sides of the highway• however• 
it is felt that for any kind of maintenance activity on limited access highways signs should 
be erected on both sides° With the increasing traffic volumes• higher speeds and truck 
percentages• driver fatigue• etc.• it becomes increasingly likely for signs only on one 

side to be partially blocked out or ignored• thereby lending to the hazardous situation 
wherein motorists traverse the maintenance work area without consciousness of the 
activity° 

Signs erected on one side• however• did aid in the analysis of the variables 
considered• in addition to giving a comparison of driver reactions .for signs on one and 
both sides of the highway° 

21- 
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,•n Conditions 

•uble Indications 
•llow Signs 
:aile r C lose (1) 

agle Indications 
•llow Signs (2) 
:ailer Apart 

agle Indications 
•llow Signs (3) 
:ailer Apart 

ngle Indications 
•ange Signs (4) 
•ailer Apart 

ngle Indications 

cange Signs (5) 
caller Close 

ngle Indications 
•llow Signs (6) 
railer Apart 

•uble Indications 
range Signs (7) 
railer Apart 

ngle Indications 
ellow Signs (8) 
railer Close 

TABLE 12 

SUMMARY OF SPEEDS FOR DEVICES 
RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 

A 

Mean Speeds 

*63°4 
*63°4 
"61o 3 

*62° 5 
*62° 0 
"61o 6 

"61o9 

*62° 7 

"61o 2 
*62o 8 
61o6 

59°4 

59.1 

56° 8 
56° 3 

57°4 
*60.9 

*63° 5 
*62° 8 
62°0 

B 

58°0 
58ol 
57°3 

60.4 
58.6 
57.7 

60.6 

59°5 

58°2 
5804 
59•j8 

59.0 

59.6 

56°3 
55.0 

57°7 
56.5 

63°0 
61o5 
58°9 

54.0 
50°8 
54.4 

58.7 
56.7 
57.2 

60.4 

59.6 

56°9 
55°7 
54.6 

57.0 

57.1 

59.0 
57ol 

53°3 
51o6 

55°6 
54,6 
55°4 

Variables 

Yellow Cones 
Orange Cones 
High Level Device 

Yellow Cones 
Orange Cones 
High Level Device 

Yellow Cones 

High Level Device 

Yellow Cones 
Orange C ones 
Orange Cones & 

Yellow Cones 

Orange Cones 

Yellow Cones 
Orange Cones 

Orange Cones 
& High Level Device 
Orange C ones 

Yellow Cones 
Orange C ones 
High Level Device 

1,968 Speeds 
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Referring to Table 13, the total, total weighted, and 1- 2 weaves were 

slightly lower for double indications used for shoulder operations, whereas speeds 
were inconsistent for each variable, with no appreciable differences in the averages 
for each variable at points A, B and Co 

TABLE 13 

SUMMARY OF SPEED AND WEAVE DATA FOR NUMBER 
OF INDICATIONS SHOULDER OPERATIONS 

ign Conditions 

houlder Operations 
7ellow Signs (i) 
'lags 
peed Limit 

houlder Operations 
;ellow Signs 
•o Flags (2) 
peed Limit 

houlder Operations 
)range Signs 
•lags (3) 
peed Limit 

Total 
Weaves 

(%) 

26.0 
30°4 

24.7 
26.7 

19.9 
23.3 

Total 
Weighted 
Weaves 

79,8 
94.4 

60.9 
70.5 

1-2 
Weaves 

(%) 
14.0 
15.1 

12.6 
14.0 

8.9 
10.8 

Mean Speeds 

A B C 

61.8 64.6 55.9 
58.1 64.2 55.7 

62.1 65.3 55.7 
59.3 64.2 53.9 

61.7 60.5 58.3 
61o 6 62.8 58.5 

Variable 

Double Ind. 
Single Ind. 

Double Ind. 
Single Ind. 

Double Ind. 
Single Ind. 

From the different types of weaves for right lane closures shown in Table 14• 
it is obvious that under the majority of the cohditions, single indications produce fewer 
weaves than do double indications° However, keeping in mind the statements made 
concerning the desirability of double indications in lieu of single indications, it is 
interesting to note that for the total, total weighted, 1 2, 1 2 Weighted, and 
1 2 in Zone HI weaves, double indications compare favorably with those observed 
for single indications under condition i (orange signs• orange cones, electronic sign 
panel apart)° This is especially noted for the relatively few weaves out of lane 1 
in Zone III, which signify a safe condition. Also it is interesting to note that condition 
1 incorporated the electronic sequential arrow in conjunction with the signs° Among 
the conditions producing relatively high 1 2 weaves close to the work area were 

23- 
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TABLE 1,4 

SUMMARY OF WEAVES FOR NUMBER OF INDICATIONS 
RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 

Sig•s 
Cones 

W a rn e r 

1) 

llow Signs 
llow Cones 
ailer 

llow S•gns 
,WD 
ailer 
•se (4? 

Sig•.s 
Cones 

Total Tota,1 
Weighted 

40° 6 82° 6 

69° 1 

,46° :.• 92° 6 

49.7 99.8 

51o 4 101o 0 

37° 8 72.2 

52° 7 116o 7 

44° 8 94° 4 

37° 3 77° 6 

39, 6 83° 6 

43ol 96°3 

37° Z 80° 2 

3•o 9 100o 9 

45° 1 108o 9 

47o 1 125.3 

32° 3 72° 4 

Percent Weaves 
1 2 

Weighted 
19.6 28.4 

15.2 20°8 

23.1 36.4 

25° 6 40°4 

27.3 42.6 

20ol 29ol 

34° 4 64° 6 

27.0 45.7 

21.1 36ol 

19.1 31ol 

22.9 360 7 

18o 0 26.9 

260 4 54°4 

28°5 6203 

17o 9 35° 0 

2=1 +2.=3 

+ 3=2 Wtd. 

55.1 

58.9 

5905 

,43o 1 

52.1 

48.6 

41.2 

5206 

53.8 

5204 

49.5 

54° 4 

63.0 

37°4 

1 2 Weaves 
Z one 

1o5 

2°2 

fle•eni, I•'LANE CL(NED ROAD WORK AHEAD" 2) Keep left 

Variables 

Double 

Single 

Double 

Single 

Double 

Double 

Single 

Double 

Single 

Double 

Single 

Single 

Double 

Single 



condition 4 (yellow signs• high level warning devices• and trailer apart}• condition 

7 (yellow signs• orange cones• and trailer close)• and condition 8 (yellow signs• 
yellow cones and trailer close)° 

Referring to Table 15• it is noted that speeds for the double and single 
indications at point A are similar in most instances• however• the speeds for points 
B and C reveal a definite slowdown for double indications as opposed to single° 

TABLE 15 

SPEED FOR SINGLE AND DOUBLE 
,i,:.•DICATIONS RIGHT LANE CLCSURE 

Sign Conditions 

Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Early Warner Apart •I) 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Early Warner Close (2) 

Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 
First 2 Signs Diff. (3) 
Yellow Signs 
HLWD 
Trailer Apart (4) 

Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Trailer Apart (5) 

Yellow Signs 
Orange Cones 
Trailer Apart 

Yellow Signs 
Orange Cones 
Trailer Close 

Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 
Trailer Close 

(6) 

A 
56.9 

60.7 

61,0 

60.9 

"61.5 

*62.2 

"61.3 

*62.0 

*62.8 

Mean Speeds 

58.2 

59.0 

57.4 
62.2 

58.4 

61.1 

57.3 

58.9 

56.5 

59.4 

57.0 

*62.0 58.5 

61.5 

53.7 

56.0 

52.2 

55,1 

52.5 

55.2 

54.4 

55.4 

51.6 

53.4 

54.2 

56.5 

50.8 

55.7 

51.6 

54.6 

Variable, 

Double 

Single 

Double 

Single 

Double ** 

Single ** 

Double 

Single 

Double 

Single 
Double 

Single 

Double 

Single 
Double 

(8) Single 

* 1968 Data 

** First Sign: "Lane Closed and Road Work Ahead" 
Second S2gn: "Keep'Left" 

25- 
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•ra•.le:• with the message '•LANE CLOSED • was tested at two posi•ions• 
t•b• •:aper and at the end of the taper• The major difference be•:ween 

that when the trailer was at the beginning of tb.e taper ea•ch advance 
back• away from. the 
elect:rome sign panel• which is interchangeable with the traiter• 

wea'•:es in.d.uced by the two different trai!e:c positions a:ve show•, i• Table 
and •:o•:.a1• weighted weaves• tbe••e is •o appa:•:en•: ad:•a•tage for ei•:her 

•,osi••.o:a• Also• it seems •;h.at the "trailer apa•:" posit•.e•, does a m,•ch better 
m.o•ocists out of the daagerous lane soone::• as noted by the lower 
2 weighl:ed and 1 2 Zone II! weaves %r six 

the speeds in Table 17 reveals that •eith•v traite.r 
i:•fl.•en<ed the speeds at, poi•_ts A• B or Co U•de.( some 

•a!•art." were sligN;ly lo-wer•, wb,ereas u::d•.•:• othe•,•s the :reve.•e was 

d.•:s•;rict t.raific• mai•.tena•.¢e• a•d •-•o:•:•s!ru,etion engi•ee:•s a•xt ea•sb 
gain their though:is o• the use of the Da•e!• The eve•whe!ming 

b.•ghwayso The panel has a dimming me•::h•.ism fo• elim%tati•g 

•_.o.,= f!agmen aside from the added s•,:fe•y i• p•ovide•s• 



TABLE 16 

gning 
.•nditions 

a•ble Indications 
allow Signs 
tango Cones (i) 

ngle Indications 
ellow Signs 
c.ange Cones (2) 

ngle Indications 
ellow Signs 
ellow Cones (3) 

ngle Indications 
e llow Signs 
_•gh Level Warning 
Device •41 

ngle •dications 
range Signs 
ellow C ones 

.ngle Indications 
range Signs 
range Cones 

ngle Indications 
range Signs 
range Cones 
gns Extended (7) 

SUMMARY OF WEAVES FOR TRAILER PC•ITION 

Total 

38.9 

43.1 

45.1 

37.2 

32.3 

52.7 

44.8 

44, 9 

41oi 

38.4 

49°9 

36•5 

35,6 

RIGHT I,ANE CLOSURE 

Percent Weaves 
Total 
Weighted 

100o 9 

96.3 

108..9 

80.2 

72.4 

108o 8 

94.4 

80.9 

95,3 

92, 9 

81, 0 

86,3 

69, 1 

88.8 

1-2 

23.5 

22.9 

26°4 

18.0 

17.9 

33ol 

27°0 

17o i 

29• 8 

22,. 7 

22, 1 

1-2 
Weighted 

19, 9 

14.0 

51.2 

39.7 

54.5 

26.9 

3500 

58.3 

45.7 

28.5 

53,5 

41, 7 

36, 6 

31, 5 

28, 7 

25° 8 

49.5 

58.8 

54.4 

53.4 

37.4 

50°5 

48.6 

52.3 

41, 7 

51•2 

44• 5 

40•4 

62°7 

1-2in 
Z one I• 

Variable 

Close 

Apart 
Close 

Apart 
Close 

Apart 

Close 

Apa• 

Close 

Apart 
Close 

Apart 
Close 

Apart 

=27• 
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TABLE 

Sign 
Conditions 

Double Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Orange Cones 

Single Indication 
Yellow Signs 
Orange Cones 

Single Indication 
Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 

Single Indication 
Yellow Signs 

Single Indication 
Yellow Signs 
Orange Cones 

Single Indication 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 

Single Indication 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Signs Extended 

SUMMARY OF SPEEDS FOR TRAILER POSITION 
RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 

Mean Speeds Variable 

A 

*63°4 

**59.3 

**63.4 

**59.9 

*62° 5 

*62.0 

"61.6 

59.4 

**60.0 

59.1 

**6 i. 3 

63°2 

59°5 

B 

58.5 

57.2 

61.9 

58.6 

60°4 

61.5 

58.9 

57°7 

59°0 

58.2 

59.6 

58°9 

60.8 

61.9 

C 

50°8 

54.2 

55.8 

56.8 

58.7 

54.6 

55.4 

57.2 

57.0 

56.9 

57.1 

55.4 

55.9 

57°2 

Close 

Apart 

Close 

Apart 
Close 

Apart 

Close 

Apart 
Close 

Apart 

Close 

Apart 
Close 

Apart 

* 1968 Data 
** Combination of 1968, 1969, 1970 
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Engineers who had obse•ed the panel in operation were impressed with 
it• and several whose districts did not possess a panel were planning to obtain one, 

In the summer of 1970• tests were conducted •with this sign in place of the 
','LANE CLOSED" trailer° Like the trailer• the sign panel was placed in conjunction 
with the sign at the taper start and also at_, the end° 

There were four signing conditioas in which the electronic panel and trailer 

were interchanged. As seen from Table 18 there were two conditions under which the 
trailer had fewer total and total weighted weaves and two •mder which the sign panel 
had fewer weaves° However• from a comparison of the weaves out of lane i• especiM:ly 
those in Zone HI• under the majority of the conditions the sign panel appeared to be 
s•perior. 

As shown in,Table 19• speeds at observation points B and C seem to be slightly 
lower for the trailer as opposed to the pa•eIo No patte• of differences can be noted 
in speed differentials between points B and C for the four sig•_ing conditions° 

TABLE 

SUMIVLkRY OF WEAVES FOR SIGN PANEL 
TRAILER RIGHT LANE CLCNURE 

Signing, 
Conditions 

Dot•ble lnd•caJons 
Orange Sign s 

Orange Cones 
Apart; 

Single Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Apa• 

Single Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Close 

Single Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 
Apart 

37°3 

42o2 

39°6 

31o8 

38° 4 

46°9 

52°7 

40° 3 

VSo 

Total 
Weighted 

77°6 

88 1 

83°6 

67°5 

81,0 

9908 

108o 

1=2 

21ol 

21,1 

19ol 

12.6 

22ol 

24° 1 

20° 6 

1=2 
Weighted 

cent Weaves 
2=1 
3=2 wtdo 

36ol 

330 1 

31ol 

19o7 

3606 

40° 2 

5So3 

33° 2 

41o2 

55,1 

52.6 

47,8 

44.5 

59.5 

5005 

49.6 

Z one 

3°4 

Variable 

Trailer 

Early 
Warner 

Trailer 

Early 
Warner 

Trailer 

Early 
Warner 

Trailer 

Early 
Warner 
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TABLE 19 

SPEED SUMMARY FOR TRAILER VSo SIGN PANEL 
RIGHT LANE CLOSED 

Sig• 
Conditions 

Double Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Apart 
Single Indication 
Orange Signs 
Orange C ones 
Apart 

Single Indication 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Close 

Single Indication 
Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 
Apart 

A 

*60.9 

57.5 

*62° 8 

60.7 

59.4 

60.9 

*62° 5 

59.1 

:Mean Speeds 
B C Variable 

56.5 51.6 Trailer 

58.0 53.8 Early 
Warner 

59.4 53.4 Trailer 

59.0 56.0 Early 
Warner 

59° 0 57.0 Trailer 

62° 2 55.1 Early 
Warner 

6 0.4 58.7 Trailer 

61. 3 58.3 Early 
Warner 

1968 Data 

Conditions i-6• as shown in Table 20• show the relative positions of the 

electronic sign panel and signs, For conditions 1 and 2 the electronic sign panel 
was positioned at the beginning (apart) of the taper and at the end (close) with the 

signs being left in the same place for both conditions. It can be seen that under 

condition 1 fewer weaves occurred with the panel apart• however• condition 2 

weaves indicate no clear advantage for either position of the panel (close or apa•). 

Both the sign panel and signs were moved for conditions 3 and 4• as was the 

case with the trailer. It is clear from the table that the sign panel apart has the 

lower percentage of. weaves in most instances, 
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Under condition 5 the sign panel was at the end of the taper, the variable 

being the spacing between signs• which was either 800 feet or 1000•1500 feet° Under 
the extended sign spacing (1000=1500•)• the fewest weaves were recorded with the 
exception of (2=i} + (2=3) + (3=2) weighted• where there was no appreciable differenee• 
and (1-2) weaving in Zone HI• where the regularly spaced signs (800 •) induced a 

slightly lower percentage of weaves° 

Condition 6 was the same as condition 5; however• the electronic sign panel 
was positioned at the beginning of the taper° It should be noted that under one ease 

where signs were placed at 1000=1500 feet in condition 6 the "right, lane closed ahead" 
sign and the "speed limit 45" sign were interchanged° Extended signs (i000=1,500• 
in the t•eg•!,ar sign sequence exhibited fewer total• total weigbied• 1 2 and i 2 
weighted weaves than. in the other two• which showed no appreciable dti•erenc•o 
Comparing t.he three schemes within condition 6 it is noted that the extended signs 
(I000•1500 •} in the regular sign seqt•ence induced fewer total• total weighted• 1 2, 
a•,d '!•I •2weighted weaves than did the remaining two° There was little difference m 

the other types of weaves with the possible exception o1 i•2 #eaves in Zone III• which 

were slightly fewer for the signs spaced 800 feet° 

The electronic sign panel speed data in Table 21 do not show any particular 
variable to have an advantage over the others° In the few instances where there are 

differences in the io 5=3o 0 mp!• range• the electronic sign panel "apart" exhibits the 
lower valueso 

During testing of the signing schemes involving the electronic sign panel• several 
runs were made through, the test site in the flow of tra•ffiCo In all runs it was observed 
that th.e sign panel was glaringly visible at distances t•p to a mile• which demonstrates 
thai; it warns motorists ol an unusual road sitttation well in advance o•f men working and 
lane closure signs° In addition• the panel did. a good •ob o• channeling traffic into the 

proper lanes well. in advance of the work area° 

It shot•Id be noted that once during testing there was a sudden rainstorm that 
prevented. the immediate opening of a closed right laneo It is the opinion of the author 
that the high intensity arrow did an admirable •ob of directing the motorist away :from 

a closed lane in an almost blinding storm° 

Speed Limit 

An indication of• the influence of speed limit signs on weaving and. speeds may 
be obtained from Table 22° As ea• be noted from the total and total weighted weaves 

for each of the three conditions• the schemes witho•t speed limit signs resulted in 
fewer weaves° It sho•Id be noted that in some cases where speed limit signs were 

not erected the number of sig;_.•.s was reduced to two or three• which possibly redfaced 
the number of weaves° 
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TABLE 22 

SUMMARY OF MEAN SPEEDS AND WEAVES FOIl. SHOULDER AND 
MOWING OPERATIONS SPEED LIMIT VSo NO SPEED LIMIT 

Sign Conditions 

Shoulder Operations 
Single Indication 
Yellow Signs (i} 

Mowing Operation 
Single Indication 
Yellow Signs (2) 

Mowing Operations 
Single Indication 
Orange Signs (•) 

•Weaves % Mean Speeds 
Total 

25°7 

2305 

19o2 

17o2 

2O° 5 
20,4 
16.8 

13•8 

Weighted 
Total 

90°7 

74°0 

57°4 
52°9 
48°4 

54,4 

5907 
57°8 
49,3 

39,9 

2=1 
A **** B 

14o 5 58.7 64.2 

13o0 6200 

8o0 61o9 
8°0 61,0 
8,7 60.6 

7.8 63,8 

54.8 

66°9 5804 

6306 60.1 
64.° 7 61.4 
•5o0 61o4 

60.9 60.4 

7.3 61.5 59.9 
9,5 61o8 6005 
7.4 62ol 64°2 

61.4 
61: I 
63,5 

59,8 

Variables 

Speed Limit 

No Speed 
Limit 
*Speed Limit 
**Speed Limit 
*** No Speed 
Limit 

*Speed Limit 

** Speed Limit 
*Speed Limit 
*** No Speed. 
Limit-. 
*** No Speed 

l,im, it 

"4 Signs: Reduce Speed head; Speed Limit 45; Mowing Operation• Ahead; End 
Mowing Operations. 

*•:5 Sign: Mowing Operations Ahead; Reduce Speed Ahead; Speed Limit 45; Men 
Working; End Repairs 

:** g Signs: Mowing operations Ahead; End Mowing •eralions 
:*** Are data taken in 1968 

Referrin. g to the mean speeds for shoulder operations• the speeds were reduced 
by 2o 7 mph at point B and 3o 6 mph at point C for speed limit signs erected in conjunction 
with the other signs° For condition 2• the differences in speed limit versus no speed 
limit were smallo 

Speed limit signs produced a decrease in speeds at point B for condition 3. How= 
ever, this difference was not witnessed at point C, where speeds varied for no reason° 
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Referring to the percent weaves in Table 23, there is very little difference in 
total• total weighted• and 1 2 weaves for condition i• however• the 1 2 weighted and 
1 2 Zone III weaves were fewer for the schemes with the speed limit sign included. 
Results for condition 2, which compared schemes including advisory speed limit signs 
with those including regular speed limit signs• indicated that the regular speed limit 
signs produced fewer weaves in all cases. It should be noted that the sig•ing scheme 
incorporating the advisory speed limit sign had one less sign than the other scheme 

as a result of the omission of the "reduce speed ahead" sign° The use of fewer signs 
means that the initial warning signs are closer to the work site• and therefore induce 
the motorist to maneuver closer to the work site° 

The weaves for the different positions of the "speed limit 45" and "right lane 
closed ahead" signs are t•nder condition 3o Here, the seqt•ence having the "speed 
limit" after the "right lane closed ahead" sign reflected the fewer weaves for the 
majority of the types considered. This rest•It is most likely a ftmction of the "righ• 
lane closed ahead" sign being closer to the work site, which allowed the motorists 
to receive the lane closure message later• and thereby required more weaving within 
the test site° 

The speed limit versus,no speed limit data are shown in Table 24. Under 
condition 1 there were speed decreases of 2.3 and 3.,1 mph respectively for points 
B and C when "speed limit 45" signs were included. A comparison of the "advisory 
45" and "advisory 55" speed limit signs with "speed limit 45" signs for condition 
2 revealved a definite speed reduction at points B and C •or the "speed limit 45" sign. 
It is noted that the sign background for the advisory speed limit signs was either 
yellow or orange. There was little difference in speeds for the positions of the "speed 
limit 45" sign in relation to the "right lane closed ahead" sign for condition 3 with the 
exception of point C• where there was a 1. ? mph difference. 

Si_gn Mes s ag• 

Table 25 shows the comparison o• weaves for changes in.message for the two 
initial warning signs. Under conditions 1 throt•gh 3 it is apparent that with the "lane closed, 
repairs ahead" sign placed first there were fewer weaves than with the "repairs ahead" 
sign first. It should be noted that conditions 1 through 3 had single indications° 
Condition 4• with double indications• however• did not exhibit such a substantial 
difference between the "lane closed• road work ahead" and "repairs ahead" signs as 

did conditions 1 through 3• assuming that the difference between "repairs ahead" and 
"road work ahead" signs was insignificant. This finding may be explained by the 
inflt•ence of single as compared to double indications. When a motorist obsoletes the 
initial sign "lane closed" and notes signs only on one side• he may assume that this is 
the side on which the lane is closed and a•tomatically maneuvers accordingly, whereas• 
for dot•ble indications right lane clost•re may not be apparent. 
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TABLE 23 

SUMMARY OF WEAVE DATA FOR SPEED LIMIT VS. 
NO SPEED LIMIT--- RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 

Conditions Total Total 1- 2 1- 2 2-1 + 2-3 1 -2 
Weighted Weighted + 3- 2 Weaves 

Z one HI 

Double Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
HLWD (1) 
Trailer Apart 

Double Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones (2) 
Trailer Apart 

Double Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones (3) 
Early Warner 

Close 

43.0 

42.5 

45.0 

42.3 
37.3 

48.6 

40.1 

1,36.8 

110.4 

115.9 

108.3 
77.• 

108.4 

94.0 

21.2 

23.7 

25.3 

23.7 
21.1 

23.7 

16.5 

40.3 

52.0 

55.3 

51.6 

44.7 

30.7 

66.5 

58.8 

58.9 

56.7 
41.2 
63.8 

63.0 

6.4 

Speed Limit 
45 

No Speed 
Limit 

Advisory Speed 

Advisory Speed 

S eed Limit45 
Speed Limit 
45, 2nd Sign* 

Speed Limit 45, 
3rd Sign** 

* First 4 signs. Repairs Ahead; Reduce Speed Ahead; Speed Limit 45; Right 
Lane Closed Ahead 

** First 4 signs- Repairs Ahead; Right La•e Closed Ahead; Reduce Speed 
Ahead; Speed Limit 45. 
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TABLE 24 

SUMMARY OF SPEEDS FOR SPEED LIMIT VSo 
NO SPEED LIMIT-- RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 

257  

Sign Conditions 

Double Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones & 

HLWD 
Trailer Apart 
Signs Expanded 

Dot•ble Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones (2) 
Trailer Apart 

Double Indications 
Orange Sign 
Orange C one (3) 

Mean Speeds 
B 

57.7 

C 

53.3 57.4 

57.1 

57.5 

56.0 

57.5 

60.0 

60.0 

560 5 

61.4 

61.0 

56.4 

56.8 

56_1 
51o6 

50.3 

52.0 

Variables 

Speed 
Limit 45 

No Speed 
Limit 

Advisory 
Speed 45 
Advisory 
•_ed .•.• 
Speed Limit 45 

Speed Limit 45 
2nd Sign 
Speed Limit 
45• 3rd Sign 

* First 4 signs. Repairs Ahead• Reduce Speed Ahead• Speed Limit 45• Right 
.Lane Closed Ahead 

** First 4 signs Repairs Ahead• Right Lane Closed Ahead• Reduce Speed 
Ahead• Speed Limit 45. 

*** 1968 Data 
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TABLE 25 

SUMMARY OF WEAVES FOR DIFFERENT SIGN 
MESSAGES=RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 

Signing 
Cenditions 

Percent Weaves 

Total Total 1 2 
Weighted 

Single Indications 23, 6 58° 4 6.4 
Yellow Signs 
Orange Cones 33.3 80.9 14.0 
Trailer Apart (1) 

i•2 2=i+ 2•3 1=2 
Weighted + 3-2 wtd Weaves 

Z one IH 
10,9 4?.6 1.2 

22.9 58.1 2.2 

Single Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 
Trailer Apart (2) 

33.1 82.0 12o 3 

52.7 108o 8 33° 1 

22°6 59.3 3.2 

58, 3 50.5 8.0 

Single Indications 40• 9 
Orange Signs 25.7 
Orange Cones 23.9 • 

47°8 
Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 
Trailer Close (4}, 

86.3 19.9 
59,• 8 8, 3 
60.3 6.2 

51.4 101. 0 

28°5 

2703 

3!..5 54.8 2,7 
9,,8 50,8 1.5 

10.0 50.3 1.3 

62.3 63.0 8.5 

42.6 58.4 4°0 

Single Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 

32°3 7204 
37° 8 7,2o 2 

17.9 
20° 1 

35• 0 37° 4 4_. 9 
29° 1 430 1 204 

Trailer Close (5} 

Variables 

(1} Lane Closed and Repairs Ahead (2) Keep Left 
¢.1} Lane Closed and Repairs Ahead (2) Right Lane Closed Ahead 
(1) Lane Closed and Road Work Ahead (2) Keep Left 
(1} Repairs Ahead (2) Right Lane Clesed Ahead 
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Under condition 5• which was identical to condition 1 with the exception 
of having single indications• there were no appreciable differences in weaves, 

From the mean speeds in Tables 26• there appears to be little difference 
within the conditions with the possible exception of conditions i and 2, where speeds 
are lower at point B for the sign conditions having the initial message"lane closed• 
repairs ahead" as opposed to "repairs ahead°" It is interesting to note that the 
results at point C show the oppesite o• this condition to be tr•eo The differences 

are not as large• however• at peint B. 

2 5 7" 

TABLE 26 

Signing 
Conditions 

•ingle Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Orange Cones (I} 
Trailer Apart 

Single Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 
Trailer Apart 

Single Indications 
Orange Signs 
Orange Cones 
Trailer Apart (3 } 

Double Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Yellow Cones 
Trailer Close (4) 

Single Indications 
Yellow Signs 
Yellew Cones 
Trailer Close (5) 

SUMMARY OF SPEED DATA FOR DIFFERENT SIGN 
MESSAGES•RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 

Mean Speeds 

5603 

6200 

56°8 

62°5 

61-1 
59.5 
58,7 

63.4 

61.5 

62.8 

62.2 

55.0 

5805 

56.3 

60,4 

58.4 
58• 3 
57°4 

58.8 

61o5 

61.1 

57.1 

56.5 

59.0 

58°7 

55,7 
57.9 
56.7 

51,6 

52.5 

54.6 

55.2 

Variables 

1968 

**** 1968 

*** 1968 

* 1968 

*** 1968 

(I) Lane Closed and Repairs Ahead (2) Keep Lef• 
(I} Lane Closed and Repairs Ahead (2) Right Lane 

Closed Ahead 
(i} Lane Clesed and Road Work Ahead (2) Keep Left 
(I} Repairs Ahead (2) Righl Lane Closed Ahead 
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S•g• 

An indication of the influence of sign spacing on weaving for right lane closures 

:may be obtained from Table 27. The signs extended (1000'-1500') caused fewer weaves 

in the majority of cases. This could be a result of the initial signs being placed prior 
to Zone I, which thereby •nduced motorists to weave before entering Zone I and not be 
counted. This would, however, eliminate some weaving closer to the work site. This 
does not infer that signs may be placed 3 to 4 miles in advance of a work site because 
in such a situation there would be no conttnu}ty of sign message, lane taper and trailer 

or sign panel. Very l•ttle difference was noted in work site speeds for the sign spacings 
shown in Table 

TABLE 27 

SUMMARY OF WEAVING FOR SIGN SPACING---RIGHT LANE CLCBURE 

Signing 
Conditions 

single 7ndications 
Orange Cones 
Yellow Signs (1) 
Trailer Close 
Single Indications 
Orange Cones 
Orange Signs (2) 
Trailer Close 
Single Indication• 

Total 

Percent Weaves 
Total 1-2 2-1+2-3+ 1-2 

W•i•hted 1-2 Weighted 3.2 Wtd. Zone. HI 

31.6 
45.1 

68. • 14.5 20.3 42.5 2, 7 

108.9 26.4 54. 5 54.4 9.7 

36.5 
38.4 

69.1 18.8 28.7 40.4 3.7 
81.0 22.1 36.6 44.5 3.4 

Orange Cones 35.6 88.8 14.0 

Orange Signs (3) 42.2 88.9 20.7 

Trailer Close 
Double Indications 
Orange Cones 33.8 77.0 11.9 

Orange Signs (4) 40.9 87.4 19.6 

Early Warner .•part 

25.8 62.7 2.2 
31.9 57.0 2.9 

20.5 56.6 2.2 
28.0 55.2 1.4 

Variables 
i000- 
1500 
800 

i000- 
1500 
800 ft. 

I000- 
1500 
800 ft. 

8O0 ft. 

TABLE 28 

SUMMARY OF SPEEDS FOR SIGN SPACING--RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 

Signing 
Conditions 

Single Indications 
Oran•_e Cones 
XetLow •igns (I) 
Trailer Close 
Single Indications 
Orange Cones 
Orange •lgns (2) 
Trailer Close 
Single Indications 
Orange Cones 
Orange Signs (3) 
Trailer Close 
Double Indications 
Orange Cones 
Orange Signs (4) 
Early Warner Apart 

Speeds 

A 

69.9 

63.5 

63.2 

59.1 

b9.5 

59.5 

56.8 

55.6 

60.5 

63.0 

60.8 

59.6 

61.9 

57.3 

58.9 

58.7 

56.2 

55.7 

55.9 

57.1 

57.2 

58.1 

52.3 

53.9 

Sign Spacing 

100• 

800' 

I000' 
1500' 
800' 

1000' 
1500' 
800' 

i000' 
1500' 
800' 
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An attempt was made to arrive at the one best signing condition for each of the 

maintenance operations tested.. Comparisons were made on the basis of total, total 

•eighted, and 1-2 weighted weaves for each scheme. Table 29 shows the condition 

comparisons made for mowing operations in the order of desirability, the best being first. 

TABLE 29 

TEST SCHEMES COMPARISON--MOWING OPERATIONS 

Signing 
Condition 

Single Indications 
Orange Signs (1) 
Two Signs 

Single Indications 
Orange Signs (2) 
Two Signs 

Single Indications 
Orange Signs (3) 
Two Signs 

Total 

13.8 

16.7 

16, 8 

Weav¢$ 
Total 
Weighted 

39.9 

49.2 

47.3 

I-2 
Weighted 

15.1 

17.8 

18.3 

Mean Speed 

B C 

62,5 59.8 

63.9 61.5 

65.0 61.4 

Comments 

Two signs: one mile apart 
1) Mowing Operations Ahead 
2) End Mowing Operations 

Two signs: 1600 feet apart 
1) Mowing Operations Ahead 
2) End Mowing Operations 

Two sig•ls: one mile apart 
1) Mowing Operations Ahead 
2) End Mowing Operations 
H LWD in work area 

As can be noted in Table 29, the best condition had no speed limit sign and the two 
" which were placed •range signs, "mowing operations ahead" and '.end mowing operations, 

one mile apart. 

As noted in Table 30, which shows the three best signing conditions for shoulder 
operations, there is very l•ttle difference between the conditions. Sign condition 1 had 
double orange signs and a speed limit sign, whereas condition 2 had similar signs with 
only single indications and high level warning devices in the work area. Condition 3 had 
a m•nimum of 3 yellow signs, no speed limit signs, and the signs were placed on only one 
side of the road• 

TABLE 30 

SCHEME COMPARISON--SHOULDER OPERATIONS 

Signing 
Conditions 

Double Indications 
Orange Signs 
Speed Limit (1) 

Single Indications 
Orange Signs 
Speed Limit (2) 

Single Indications 
Yellow Signs 
No Speed Limit (3) 

Total 

19.9 

20.7 

20,1 

Weaves 
Total 
Weighted 

60.9 

60.6 

61.6 

1-2 
Weighted 

25.1 

27.3 

32.9 

Mean Sueed 
B C 

60.5 58.3 

63.0 59.6 

66.7 57.9 

Comments 

Signs 
1) Reduce Speed Ahead 
2) Speed Limit 45 
3) Repairs Ahead 
4) Men Working 
5) End Repairs 

Signs 
1) Reduce Speed Ahead 
2) Speed Limit 45 
3) Shoulder Work Ahead 
4) End Shoulder Work 

H LWD in work area 

Signs 
1) Repairs Ahead 
2) Men Working 
3) End Repairs 
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The best s•ga[ng schemes tested for the r[gh• lane clos•r• are shown in Table 

31o It should be noted that only schemes with do•ble indications were considered 
because of the reasons c•ed earl[ero The three bes• schemes all had orange s•gns• 
orange cones and s•gn panels (condition I and 2 •r trailer '•apart'.' •ond[•[on 3}o Signs 
were extended (1000•1500') •n condition 1• whereas they were reg•l, arly spaced (800 
for conditions 2 aad 3o 

TABLE 31 

SCHEME COMPARISON=•RIGHT LANE CLOSURE 
WITH DOUBLE INDICATIONS 

S•gntng Cond•:tion 

Deubie Iad• c at• ons 
Orange Signs 
Orange Comes 
S•gn Panel Apart 
S•,,gt•s Extended 
(i000'• -1500 

Double lndtc archons 
Orange S[gas 
Orange Cones 
S•gn Panel Apart 
s  gns (s00') 

Total 

33o8 

39° 2 

3703 

W•y•s 
Total 

We•ghted 

7700 

7606 

77°6 

Weighted 

20o5 

27°0 

36o 1 

Mean S• 
B C 

58o 9 52° 3 

5802 5.40 8 

56°5 51o6 

Comments 
S•gns 

1• Re•pa[•s 
Ahead 

2} R•ght La•x• 
Closed A• 

3) Reduce Sp 
Ahead 

4) Speed IA°m 
45 

5) Electron•( 
S• Pane 

6} End Repa: 

S•gas 
Same as (2) 
except s•ga 
Trailer r•pl• 
el, ectron•e s5 
panel 
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AC CIDENT SURVEY 

2577 

In v•ew of the limited data available on work site accidents throughout Virginia, 
a work site accident survey was conducted during the 1968 construction and maintenance 
seasons for the s•x month period May through October. Prior to the survey, a summary 
was made of all 1966 rural and urban "under repair" accidents •n V•rginia to get an 
indication of the adequacy of existing procedures for reporting such accidents. It was 
discovered that the existing accident data for work sites, coded as "under repair", 
were •nadequate for the •dentificat[on of hazards associated w•th road work act[v•t[eso 
Because of the l•m•tat[ons of the existing accident report data, a new one (see Append• 
B) was devised for the survey. The survey included not only h•ghway personnel, but 
also the state police and several urban county t•orces. It was the •ntent ot• th•s survey 
to have all accidents occurring at temporary work site areas reported by Department 
personnel° The accidents were reported on the work site accident forms sent to the 
various agencies ment•oned• 

The identification of the factors contributing to work site accidents was extremely 
d•ff•cult because of the short survey per•odo The 688 survey forms returned d•d not 
include sufficient data to permit pinpointing a specific cause for each accident s•nce in 
many cases •t was difficult to determine the exact cause. In addition, the survey 
[rfformat•on was insufficient to provide an overall p•cture of problem areas. 

Table 32 •s a compilation ot• various data taken from the 6•month survey. 

TAB LE 32 

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT DATA 

Construction Construction Equipment Maintenance Total 

Total Accidents 513 74 93 680 

Persons Killed 17 0 5 22 

Persons Injured 242 18 57 317 

Property Damage $375,540 $53,785 $80,370 $509,695 

This information does reveal the fatalities, injuries, and property damage for construc- 
tion and maintenance activities. 

Surveys ot• this nature are difficult because ot• the limited data in the accident files; 
however, with •mproved accident reporting procedures and a larger inventory of data, the 
factors contributing to work site accidents eould be •dentified• In any ease, the survey 
proved helpful in bringing to light some of the problems related to the gathering of aee[dent 
data and the experience may prove helpful in future surveys of this type° 
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TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL POLICIES AND REGULATIONS 

There are no Virginia statutes that relate strictly to the protection of persons 
required to work on or near roadways. Actual accident prevention procedures are 
ordinarily developed by individual agencies or departments, and published in their 
respective safety manuals. These manuals describe traffic control methods used by 
the issuing agencies. 

Whenever it is deemed appropriate, a flagman •s utilized to warn motorists well 
in advance of the lane closure area. Local agencies ordinarily specify certain wearing 
apparel for flagmen, such as highway orange vests, and certain techniques to be used 
by them. When local contractors do repair work, many states require that they appoint 
one man to maintain the protective devices in good condition. 

The present work site accident experience is convincing evidence of the need 
•or the best protection possible. Effective protection can only be afforded by com- 
prehensive accident prevention research and statewide standardization of safety 
techniques developed from the research. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions listed below reflect the effectiveness of the various maintenance 
operation signing conditions tested in that they are based on the observed maneuvers 
and speeds of motorists passing through the signed work area and the opinions of the 
research crew. The accident potential of various temporary signing conditions now 

in use may be reduced by incorporating the corrective measure noted below° It is 
hoped that these measures will also be applicable to other types of signing conditions 
•or work site operations• 

(I) For the variable of flags versus no flags, very little difference 
was found in speeds; however, there were slightly more weaving 
maneuvers for the signs with flags. Based on the slight d•fferences 
found in the number of weaves and speed, coupled with the alerting 
qualities of signs with flags, it was decided that flags should be 
included in the signing conditions. 

(2) The effect o]• using signs with different colored backgrounds, orange 
or yellow, was minimal, i. eo yellow was better in some cases whereas 
orange was better in otheors. Yellow signs did induce fewer weaves. 
Orange signs had better attention commanding qualities as determined 
by runs through the test site; however, the message legibility of these 
signs was questionable° 

(3) The use o• orange cones and high level warning devices induced lane 
weaving. When used for delineation of the work area for mowing and 
shoulder operations high level warning devices had the effect of 
reducing traffic speeds. Orange cones had a definite advantage over 
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the other devices in eliminating lane weaves, and persuaded earlier 

weaving out o• the eventually closed lane •or right lane closures. 

Test runs by the observers revealed the orange cones to have good 
color contrast with the pavement and background and to provide a 

highly visible lane closed taper line. 

Speeds within the work area were consistently lower for orange 

cones than yellow cones; however, the difference may not be significant. 

(4) In tests o• signs on 
one' side o• the road versus signs on both sides, the 

latter induced slightly fewer weaves for shoulder operations. Speeds 
were inconsistent, with no appreciable difference being noted between 

the two conditions. 

For right lane closures, one-side signing induced fewer weaves, 

but a lesser reduction in speeds. 

(5) In tests of the effect of placing a trailer bearing a lane closed sign at 

the beginning of the lane closed taper as opposed to placing it at the end 
of the taper, it was •ound that for the former position lane weaves were 

fewer and that they were made earlier. 

Speeds did not seem to be appreciably influenced by the posit•on 
of the trailer. 

(6) The use o• an electronic s•gn panel with a sequentially moving arrow 

induced £ewer and earlier lane weaves as compared with the "LANE 
CLOSED" trailer. There was very l•ttle difference between the effects 
of the: tw.o devices on speed. In tests of the electronic sign panel at the 
•eginning of the lane closed taper and at the end, the panel generally 
indfi•ed •ewer lane weaves when placed at the former position. Also, 
in some instances, it was more effective in causing speed reduction at 

this posit•om 

On the bas•s of test runs made through the work s•te during testing 
and the opinions given in the questionnaire, the electronic sign panel does 

an admirable job of channeling traffic into the proper lanes well in advance 
of the work area. 

(.7) For mowing and shoulder operations, signing schemes without a speed 
limit sign induced fewer weaves than did those with the s•gn. For the right 
lane closure, advantages were noted with speed limits for inducing earlier 

weaving out of the closed lane. The comparison ot• advisory speed limit 

signs and the regular speed limit signs indicated that the regular s•gns 
induced fewer weaves. 
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(s) 

(9) 

(lO) 

Speeds were generally reduced as a result of the use of the 
speed limit sign for shoulder operations; however, this did not hold 
true for mowing operations, where the differences were small° 
Speed decreases at the work area were found for inclusion of speed 
limit signs in right lane closure schemes, as the regular speed limit 
sign was more effective in reducing speed than was the use of no 

speed limit sign or advisory speed limit signs. 

When the "LANE CLOSED, REPAIRS AHEAD" sign was the initial 
sign, as compared with "REPAIRS AHEAD", there were fewer 
weaves, with signs on only one side of the road; for signs on both 
sides there was little difference° Also minor differences in speed 
were noted when comparing the two initial signs mentioned above. 

It was noted that sign spacing influenced weaving, with fewer weaves 
being made when signs were extended (1000 1500 feet) as opposed 
to the regular spacing (800 feet). Work site speeds varied little 
between the two spacings. 

The best signing schemes for mowing operations, based on weaves, had 
two orange signs (one side only), "MOWING OPERATIONS AHEAD" and 
"END MOWING OPERATIONS° '• 

For shoulder operations, there was very little difference between 
the three best schemes. The scheme specifying signs on both sides of 
the road and the use of orange signs and a speed limit sign induced the 
fewest number of weaves. 

Considering only the double signing for a right lane closure, and 
the weaving criterion, the two best schemes both incorporated orange 
signs, orange cones, and the electronic sign panel placed at the beginning 
of the lane taper. The only difference was the spacing between signs• 
The best scheme had a spacing of 1000 1500 feet, whereas the other 
spacing was 800 feet. 

RE CO MME NDATIONS 

Based on the results of this study it is felt that implementation of the following 
recommendations will reduce the accident potential in the maintenance operations cited 

on divided, limited access highways. 
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Mo__•w•ng Operati on• 

For mowing operations, it is recomm•mded that four orange signs be used, two 
sign•.fying that mowing operations may be expected ahead (two adjacent signs, one on 

each side of the h•ghway f•cing traffic) and two signifying that mowing operations have 
ended (two adjacent signs, one on each side of the highway). These signs encompass 
the are • being mowed° As a result of the d•stance between signs and the close 
proximity of the tractor to the highway (sometimes crossing it), it would be desirable 
to .make the tractor and driver as conspicuous as possible. 

Shoulder Operations 

For shoulder operations, it is recomm.ended that a signing scheme using double 
signing with orange background signs and a speed limit sign be used. The initial signs 
shohld indicate that road work may be expected ahead. They should be followed by the 
speed limit signs, •nd then signs indicating an end to road work. 

Right__L__a_n_•_ Closur_______e. 

For a right lane closure, it •s recommended that orange background signs and 
reduced speed limit signs be used on both sides of the roadway. The initial signs should 
inform the motorist that road work and a lane closure may be expected ahead. These 
signs :should b e followed by the speed reduction signs, which •n turn should be followed 
by jumbo orange cones forming a lane closed taper and extending along the work area. 
An electronic•sign panel w•th an illuminated h•gh intensity sequential arrow indicating 
the direction •n which traffic should maneuver to avoid the closed lane should be placed 
at the beginning of the taper. The last sign in the series should indicate an end to the 
road work. 

Sign spacing for the initial signs should be 1000 feet, with 1500 feet being allowed 
for the spacing between the sign ahead of the taper and the beginning of the taper. 

The lane closed taper should be 800 feet long with cones spaced at 40 feet 
intervals• 

Future Research 

Future endeavors should include the testing of temporary sign layouts, other than 
those•considered here, for maintenance and construction operations, For example, 
mobile opei•at•ons such as centerline painting have a high exposure to traffic and are 
therefore extremely hazardous° 
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Also, laboratory testing procedures could be developed to analyze the visual 
detectability and attention gaining value o]• various temporary s•gn•ng devices. 

Of course, because of ever increasing traffic, a cont}nu•ng effort is necessary 
for evaluating new methods and devices for work s•te protection. 
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APPENDIX A 

SIGNS AND DEVICES USED IN TESTING SCHEMES 

TABLE A-! 

DESCRIPTIVE DATA ON SIGNS 

Message 

Signs Used in 
.Vlowing Operation 

Signs Used in 
Shoulder Closure 

Signs Used in 
Right Lane 
Closure 

Men ,rking 
Mowing Operation Ahead 
Mowing Operation Ahead 
Reduce Speed Ahead 
Speed imit 45 
End Repairs 
End Mowing Operati on 

Repairs Ahead 
Men rking 
Shoulder Work Ahead 
Reduce Speed Ahead 
Speed imit 45 
End ulder Work 
End Rel lairs 

Lane Closed 
Road Work Ahead 
Repairs Ahead 
Right Lane Closed Ahead 
Keep Left 
Reduce Speed Ahead 
Speed Limit 45 
Maximum Safe Speed 45 
Maximum Safe Speed 55 
End Repai rs 
End Repairs 

Size 

48" x 48" 
48"x 48" 
48" x 48" 
48"x 60" 
48"x 60" 
48" x 48" 
48" x 48" 

48"x 48" 
48"x 48" 
48"x 48" 
48" x 60" 
48"x 60" 
48"x 48" 
48"x 48" 

Color Description 

Orange 
Orange 
Yellow 
White 
White 
Yellow 
Orange 

Yellow 
Yellow or Orange 
Yellow or Orange 

White 
Yellow or Orange 
Yellow or Orango 

54"X 36" 
48"x 48" 
48" x 48" 
48" x 48" 
48"x 48" 
48" x 60" 
48"x 60" 
48" x 60" 
48" x 60" 
48" x 48" 
48"X 36" 

White 
Yellow 
Yellow or Orange 
Yellow or Orang 0 
White 
White 
White 
Orange 
Orange 
Yellow or Orange 
Yellow 

** Diamond Shape 
** Diamond Shape 
*C-23 
*R-12E 
*R-SE 
*C-8 

** Diamond Shape 

*C-7 
** Diamond Shape 
** Diamond Shape 
*R-12E 
*R•5E 

** Diamond Shape 
*C -8 

** Rectangular 
** Diamond Shape 
*C-7 
*C-38E 
*R-21B 
*R-12E 
*R-5E 

** Rectan ,gular 
** Rectangular 
*C-8 
*C-6 

Virginia Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways 

** Special Sign Message 

Signs mounted on tripods. Bottom of signs were 4 feet from top of pavement. 
Signs were I0 feet from edge of pavement. 

A-I 
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LANE 
CLOS D 

Lane Closed Trailer 
Size: 77" x 78" 
Color: Yellow or Orange 

.:".•i•.••. •:r.'."•:..:!•:'P::.:':':'.:•:•I•t•L:P::'•:..::::':•!•::•\ ====================== 
•::.-•,•:•:..'-• ..,•,\ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ._%. ••'•\ •o:-'i..'iii!!ii!!ii!iii!ii!i')m•).iiiii!i!iiiiiii!iiii• • 

•" ":::"=:4 

Electronic Sign Panel 
Height• 13'-6" above roadway 
Si•e. 7•3" x 40 '• 

Lamps• 2•., 1• volts, 815 wa•s 

Sequential moving lighted arrows move across panel 
left •d right. The outside arrow heads are lighted and 
the four center b•rs flash simultaneously. 

Figure A-I. Devices used in right lane closure. 



High Level Device 

Cone 

Height: 
Cone Spacing: Approximately 40 
Color: Yellow or Orange 

Black Base 

Octopus 

Height: 24" 
Color: Orange Flags 

IHIiilIili 
Height: 
Color: 

Iili liJli'ii'illI•l 

Yellow Staff 
Orange Flags 
Black Base 

Figure A-2. Devices used with maintenance operations signing schemes. 





APP END]:X B 

SUMMARY OF "UNDER REPAIR" ACCIDENTS 
IN VIRGINIA DURING 1966 

In order to obtain an accurate i.ndi.cat•on of under repair accidents for both rural 

tnd urban locations, the accident files of the V•rginia State Police were used, since 

.tighway Department records are primarily for rural accidents° 

One major weakness of this rural summary data •s that the interstate roads are 

.ncluded in the pr•.mary classification° A review of the 1966 data cards revealed that 

:he 1004 rural accidents were divided i.nto the following categories: 

:nterstate _P_r_•_m_ar.y Secondary No Route Total 

205 562 180 57 1004 

Table B-I indicates the urban under repair accidents •n c•t•.es of I0,000 or more 

)opulat•ono Arlington County is also •ncludedo Table B-2 •nd•.cates the location of all 
ruder repair fatal, accidents in 1966o Table 3 indicates the H•ghway D•strict locati.on for 
:he 1004 acci.dentso 

To obtain an idea of the variation of under repair accidents over a longer peri.od of 
:ime, the Virginia Traffic Crash Factor Reports from 1952-1966 were summarized and 

•re presented in Table B-4o An urban breakdown was not given in these reports so the 
•rban data were obtained by subtracting the rural data from the total Virginia data° It 

•an be noted that the under repair accidents per year vary from 0o 72 to 1•1o 5% of the 
:,oral accidents in the state° 

Table B•5 shows the under repair fatal accidents from 1952-1966 •nclusiveo 
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TABLE B•I 

UNDER REPAIR ACCIDENTS IN VIRGINIA CITIES 

1.966 

•=ulat•on. No 

Norfolk 
Richmond 
Portsmouth 
Newpo• News 
Roa:noke 
,Alexandria 
Hampton 
Lynch, burg 
am al le 

Petersburg 
Charlottesville 
Staunton 
S• Norfolk 
Mart•nsvfile 
Hopewell 
Bristol 
Salem 
Waynesboro 
Winchester 
Fredericksburg 
Fafrf•x: 
Suffolk 
Har:•sonburg 
Vi enna 
Coving;on 
Pulaski 
F•lls Church 
Colo•a Hefghts 
Arlin•on County 

305,872 51 
21,9,958 0 4 
114,773 15 
11,3• 662 9 
979110 84 
91,023 138 4 
89,258 1 
54,790 2 
46,577 2 
36,750 122 3 
"29,427 2 
22•232 1 
22,035 0 
18,793 13 
17,895 1 
17,144 6 
16,058 16 
15,694 112 
15,110 3 
13,639 5 17 • 
13,585 11, 
12,609 7 
11,916 15 
11• 440 1 
11,062 11 
10,469 9 
10,192 28 
10,115 23 

163,401 3_6 (urban area) 
TOTAL 724 

1• 100,000 popo 

50,000 pop° 

25,000 pop° 

10,000 popo 



TAB LE B•2 

LOCATIONS OF UNDER REPAIR FATAL ACCIDENTS IN VIRGINIA 

1966 

RURA L 

URBAN 

• Rout___•e 

Amherst 29 
Campbell 29 
Caroline 301 
Dinwiddie 460 
Fairfax 95 
Henrico 691 
Nansemond 189 
Rockbridge 60 

Petersburg N/A 
Waynesboro N/A 
West Point N/A 
Arlington N/A 

N/A No route identification 

TAB LE B- 3 

RURAL UNDER REPAIR A CCIDt•NTS IN VIRGINIA 

1966 

Highway Noo on Noo on No• on 
Dis tri ct Inters tare ._P_r_i •m_a•r•y Se c o nd a__•_2: 

Culpeper 191 81 69 
Richmond 4 105 46 
Salem 84 20 
Lynchburg 61 8 
Suffolk 85 8 
Bristol 2 72 i0 
Fredericksburg 4 28 5 
Staunton 4 46 14 

No 
Route Total 

341 
155 
104 
69 
93 
84 
37 
64 

TOTA L 205 562 180 57* 1004 

* This includes accidents in cities• 3,500 population which the state police 
include as urban. 
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TABLE B-4 

SUMMARY OF UNDER REPAIR ACCIDENTS 
1952-1966 

YEAR 

1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 

All Va. 

666 
568 
592 
558 
848 
866 
731 
667 
574 
881 
971 

1109 
1319 
1814 
1763 

No. Under Repair Accidents 
(b) (a,b) 

Rural Va. Urban Va. 

Total Accidents 
in 

Virginia 

451 215 58,852 
375 193 59,432 
327 265 58,866 
411 147 66,782 
620 228 72,168 
531 335 70,261 
411 320 71,478 
423 244 75,126 
363 211 80,323 
724 157 85,508 
695 276 94,051 
726 383 98,816 
767 552 109,336 

1016 798 111,179 
1009 754 116,275 

1.13 
.96 

lo01 
84 

1.17 
1.23 
1.02 
°89 
.72 

lo03 
1.03 
1o12 
1.20 
1.63 
1o52 

Percent of total accidents which were under repair accidents. 
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(EAR 

.952 
•953 
°954 
_955 
.956 
.957 
..958 
•959 
•960 
•961 
•962 
[963 
[964 
[965 
[966 

All Vao 

9 
I0 

9 
8 

ii 
9 
8 
7 
4 
5 

15 
7 
9 

16 
13 

TAB LE B-5 

UNDER REPAIR FATAL ACCIDENTS 

1952•1966 

Under Repair Fatal Accidents 
(b) (a-b) 

Rural Vao Urban Vao 

Total 

7 2 960 

8 2 904 

8 1 810 

7 1 879 

9 2 830 

6 3 912 

7 1 861 

6 1 850 

4 0 756 

4 1 856 

15 0 974 

6 1 989 

8 1 1050 

13 3 1062 

i0 3 1106 

09 
lol 
1.ol 
09 

lo3 
1o0 
o9 
o8 
05 
o6 

lo5 
07 
09 

lo5 
lo2 

Percent of total accidents which were under repair accidents° 





Route County Date of Acci¢ 

DIAGRAM O] 

Describe the accident briefly (refer to vehicles by number) 
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SITE ACCIDENT 

For VDH Employees Only 
Maintenance Activity Code No. 
Construction Project No. 

Indicate North by Arrow 


